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In 1346, Tai Situ Changchub Gyaltsen started a revolt in Central Tibet and reached Lhasa in 

1354, founding the Phagmodrupa Dynasty. The history of the name ‘Phagmodru’ goes back 

to the 12th century, when Phagmo Drupa Dorje Gyalpo (������������	
��	���	����� , phag mo gru pa rdo rje 

rgyal po) – pronounced as Pagmo Chupa Doje Gyäpo – founded the Dagpo branch within the 

Kagyu school of Buddhism. Near the Yarlung Zangpo river, a monastery of this school was 

founded, and a noble family named Lang ruled over the monastery 1. During the Sakya 

Dynasty, the Lang family (‘the Phagmodrupas’) became the ruler of the Nêdong. Changchub 

Gyaltsen was a land owner, called “situ” （司徒）in Chinese, and since he was the land 

owner of the whole district or district ruler from 1322, he was given the title “Dasitu” （大司

徒）. Changchub Gyaltsen defeated his opponents and pushed the ‘Sakyapas’ to Zang (���� , 

gtsang), known as ‘West Central Tibet’. Changchub Gyaltsen superseded the Sakya between 

1354 and 1358 2, thus reunifying Central Tibet (��������� ,  dbus gtsang; often romanized as 

either “Wü-Zang” or “Ü-Tsang”, 卫藏). 

As the ruler of the Yuan dynasty Toghon Temür had its own troubles in China, he 

acknowledged the loss of Central Tibet and accepted Changchub Gyaltsen to be the legal 

successor. Changchub Gyaltsen made the village of Nêdong (south of Lhasa) the capital of his 

new dynasty and refered to himself as ‘regent’ (desi), as he wished to revive the spirit of the 

old Tibetan Empire 3, this idea however would not become true. The Phagmodrupa only 

controlled Central Tibet, not the other Tibetan areas. While Kublai Khan merged Tibet 

together into three regions Wü-Zang, Amdo and Kham, both Amdo and Kham were never 

governed by Central Tibet after 842, and thus they were separately governed. Kham, for 

instance, never had a single king. Instead there were five kingdoms Chakla, Derge (Dêgê), 

Lingtsang, Nangqên and Lhatok. In nowadays Ngawa Autonomous Prefecture of Tibetans 

and Qiang in Sichuan Province, there have been at least 18 Gyarong-principalities. The 
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government in Lhasa regarded the Gyarong as part of Kham and stated that its borders just 

were too inconcrete. 

However, less is known about the Gyarong, it is just clear that the kingdoms in Kham were 

established in the 15th century. Amdo was probably recaptured by the Mongols in the Ming-

Dynasty, the area is known as “Kökönur” (which is translated Qinghai 青海 in Chinese and 

makes up a province nowadays), meaning “blue-green sea” 4. It is at least proved that the 

Khoshut Mongolians occupied the territory in 1640. By that time, Central Tibet was already 

splitted again. The Rinpungpa Dynasty (������������,  rin spungs pa) was installed in 1435, being 

a threat to the Phagmodrupa dynasty. The Rinpungpa belonged to the Ger clan and held 

political offices in the Phagmodrupa dynasty. Namkha Gyaltsen was governor of Rinbung (仁

布) and married a Phagmodrupa princess. They had a daughter together who married a 

Phagmodrupa prince in reverse. Namkha Gyaltsen’s grandson Norzang invaded the area 

around his governing place. A family feud between the Rinpungpa and Phagmodrupa broke 

out. The Rinpungpa set up their capital in Samzhubzê (����������	��� , bsam 'grub rtse; 桑珠孜), 

the city district of nowadays Xigazê (�������	��� , gzhis ka rtse; 日喀则). Back then, Xigazê was a 

small fortress, just as Lhasa and Nêdong.  

From now on, Lhasa and Xigazê would be in a quarrel that has an importance until today. 

Norzang died in 1466, and his son Kunzang took over the power. Besides the quarrels of these 

two dynasties, there were a lot of trouble between secular and religious powers, since there 

were still many religious governors that wanted to expand their power and thus the 

monasteries were in a hostile relationship to each other. In 1480 the Rinpungpa took over 

parts of Wü and marched towards Lhasa. The influential Kazhipa family was oustered and 

thus, in 1481 a meeting was held to find an agreement. In 1491, when Phagmodrupa king 

Ngagi Wangpo died, his son was still a minor. Thus Donyo Dorje’s uncle Tsokye Dorje, a 

Rinpungpa, was made ruler in Nêdong until the king would be adult. As the Rinpungpa 

supported the Kagyu school, the Gelug school was prohibited to participate in the new year 

celebrations as well as the Monlam ceremony between 1498 and 1517 5. After Donyo Dorje 

died in 1512, the Rinpungpa dynasty was about to decline. Although an agreement between 

Wü and Zang was made in 1518, the clashes still went on. In 1532, another threat was coming 

from the West. The Muslim general Mirza Muhammad Haidar Dughlat Beg, a Chagatai from 

the Mongol Dughlat clan and ruler in Kashmir who acted on the order of the ruler from 

Kashgar was about to invade Tibet, but his invasion failed already in Ladakh. In 1555, the 

Mangyül Gungthang kingdom (芒域贡堂 ) tried to invade the Rinpungpa lands. The 
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Mangyül Gungthang was a kingdom set up under the Sakya lamas in Southwestern Tibet in 

1266. During the Mongolian era, it was one of the 13 districts and it stayed independent after 

the Mongolians left the land. The capital was Dzongkar. The invasion of the Mangyül 

Gungthang from Ngari (‘West Tibet’) was only badly defeated 6. In 1557, Karma Tseten, the 

governor of Xigazê, rebelled against his own kingdom. In 1565, he attacked the king 

surprisingly and defeated him. This was the end of the Rinpungpa Dynasty and Kama Tseten 

thus founded the Tsangpa Dynasty (����� , gstsang pa). It is probably no surprise that the 

dynasty was named after Zang region, since Xigazê was its capital. The quarrels between 

Lhasa and Xigazê went on.  

The Phagmodrupa lost a lot of its power during that time period, and new rivalry amongst 

different factions were rising. From a religious point of view, the Karma Kagyu school was in 

hostility with the Gelug school. As the leader of the Gelug school, the 3rd Dalai Lama, wanted 

to strengthen his position, he allied with Mongolian Altan Khan, which led to a large fear 

among the rulers in Tibet. Religious figures came into power in Wü now, and the 

Phagmodrupa kings were almost powerless now, although the dynasty would continue to exist 

until 1642, when the 6th Dalai Lama founded the Ganden Phodrang regime. After the death 

of Mipham Sonam Wangchuk Drakpa Namgyal Palzang, the last Phagmodrupa king in 1671, 

the Lang family disappeared in historical chronicles. 

The Tsangpa were able to invade the principalities in West Tibet, such as Ngari Gyelpo, 

Lhopa and Changpa in 1612. The Tasangpa had a lot of military success. As result of the 

struggle against the Gelug school, their head the 4th Dalai Lama, a Mongolian, had to leave 

Tibet and the Tsangpa were about to rule the whole of Tibet, since they also expanded 

eastwards. Therefore, the Mongolians were about to response with an invasion. The 5th Dalai 

Lama, however, did not like to have a Mongolian invasion, since he feared that he could lose 

his own power. The Mongolians invaded Xigazê in 1642, leading to the end of the Tsangpa 

dynasty. After a revolt, conducted by supporters of the Tsangpa, the last king Karma 

Tenkyong was placed in an oxhide bag and drowned in a river 7. Instead of defeating the 

Dalai Lama, Gühi Khan founded the Khoshut Khanate in whole Wü-Zang, ruled by the 

Ganden Phodrang regime led by the Dalai Lama.  

In Sikkim, the Chögyal kingdom (����	�� , chos rgyal) was established in 1642, which existed 

until Sikkim joined India in 1972. The Tibetans tried to invade Bhutan several times, most 

notably in 1629, 1631 and 1639 under the Tsangpa dynasty, but they failed 8. A joint 

Mongolian-Tibetan army came to Bhutan in 1642 once again, trying to kill Nyingma refugees 
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that sought protection in Bhutan, since Gelug Buddhism was state religion in Tibet now. The 

invasion again was defeated by Bhutanese forces.  
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